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I. INTRODUCTION

As stated in our earlier Progress Reports, we

produce this six-monthly document (PR) to summarize

briefly the plasma physics work at the Sydney University

School of Physics. Experimental reports (ER) and

theoretical reports (TR), often as preprints, are produced

on specific topics. We naturally appreciate reciprocal

arrangements that have been made with our colleagues from

abroad.

II. PLASMA SOURCES

The SUPPER (Sydney University Plasma Physics

Experimental Rig) machines have operated during the Six-

month period as follows :-

SUPPER I

The SUPPER I machine has now been dismantled to make

room for SUPPER VI.. SUPPER I was originally produced to aid

the development of plasma diagnostics and has also been used

for spectroscopic, laser3 microwave and other methods of

studying the decay of plasmas by recombination, by radial

diffusion and by ambipolar diffusion. It has been in operation

for 12% years and has been most successful as a general plasma

physics facility.

SUPPER II is now to be used for ion cyclotron wave work.
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SUPPER III

SUPPER III, which shares energy sources with

SUPPER IV, has not been operated in the past six months.

SUPPER IV

This machine has been used for experiments on

Alfven wave propagation in a periodically space-varying

magnetic field.

SUPPER V

A new vessel has been installed and the pumping

system has been renewed on SUPPER V. The machine is being

used in rotating plasma experiments.

SUPPER VI

A SUPPER VI machine is under construction and will

be used for the study of transverse shocks, with bias magnetic

fields, that can be reversed, as pioneered by the Columbia

group. The stainless steel vessel will be 1.7 m long,

107 mm outer radius, with an inner liner of 50 mm radius.

The initial bias field is being designed for 0.2 tesla with

a driving field of up to 0.1) tesla.

III. HYDROMAGNETIC SHOCK WAVES (A.R. Collins, N.P. Cramer,
R.C. Cross, D.D. Millar, C.W. Watson-Munro)

Work on the study of the structure of MHD switch-on

shock waves propagating Into partially ionised helium and

hydrogen has been completed and the results presented at the
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5th Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear

Fusion Research in Tokyo. The variation of electron and ion

temperatures through the shock was studied as a function of

the level of preionization. When the shock propagated into

an almost fully ionized plasma, the electron temperature rose

well above the ion temperature due to resistive heating of the

electrons. At low preionization levels, however, the ion

temperature rose above the electron temperature. These

results indicate that ion-neutral collisions can play a

dominant role in the dissipation of energy in a shock.wave,

and indeed they have led Millar (submitted for publication)

to the view that in MHD shocks a dominant role is played by

the ion-carried electric current, whether ohmic current in

the collision-dominated case (where ion-neutral, not electron-

ion, collisions determine the electric conductivity within the

ionizing front) or displacement current in the near—collisionless

case of a shock propagating into a fully ionized plasma.

IV. ROTATING PLASMAS

(a) Gaseous Centrifuge (S.W. Simpson, D.D. Millar)

Experimental observations have been completed (see

previous Progress Report, PR.27) using the SUPPER III neon

plasma. SUPPER III power supplies have been switched over to

SUPPER IV while analysis and writing up of the neon isotope

separation results has proceeded.



(b) Metal Centrifuge (C. Walsh, G.P. Brand)

A series of measurements of plasma rotation under

different plasma preparation conditions has been completed.

The main technique involved monitoring the potential difference

between two probes inserted into the plasma. Typically,
q 4 - 1

azimuthal speeds of 5 x lCr to 10 a s at a radius of 50 mm

are obtained with Argon at 100 mtorr, 2 kilogauss, and a 5 M >

several hundred ys current pulse. The value of the speed is

greater closer to the firing electrodes.

Preliminary experiments to introduce controlled

amounts of copper into the rotating Argon plasma are under way.

V. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC S

(a) Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (C. Schmidt-Harms,

J. Lehane)

The experiments described in the last report are now

being written up. SUPPER I, the vessel on which these measure-

ments were performed, has now been decommissioned. Further

experiments will be performed on SUPPER II.

(b) Magnetoacoustic Resonance Heating (B. Blackwell,

R. Cross)

During the period since the last progress report,

the SUPPER IV machine has been used for parametric wave studies

and work on magnetoacoustic resonance has been postponed. We

have, however, completed tests on the three cycle 10 MWatt

oscillator and the workshop is currently producing all the



elements required for a 10 cycle, 10 MWatt oscillator feQ

be used for RF heating at a magnetoacoustic resonance

frequency.

VI. COQ LASER INTERFEROMETER (A.R. Collins, I.S. Falconer,

W.I.B. Smith)

A CO2 laser interferometer was operated across SUPPER

II in both the self modulated and Michelson configurations to

verify Thomson scattering measurements of the electron density

distribution through MHD switch-on shocks, and to extend these

measurements of shock structure to a range of shock conditions.

An S.A.T. HgTe-CdTe photoconductive infrared detector cooled

to liquid nitrogen temperature was commissioned to provide

the rapid response and high sensitivity required for- these

experiments.

Turbulence in the shock fronts in both Hydrogen and

Helium plasmas made interpretation of the interferograms

difficult and shock structure measurements obtained froia

these interferograms were of doubtful value. The measurements

indicated good agreement with the peak electron densities,

but that the electron density did not decrease as rapidly as

that determined by the ruby laser Thomson scattering data.

This latter result is consistent with the existence of a

pinched column of plasma along the axis of the machine behind

the shock front.

Some measurements made with a 3.39 um self modulated

laser interferometer in an attempt to confirm these results
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were also inconclusive as a result of the turbulence.

VII. DVE LASERS (A.R. Law, I.S. Falconer, W.I.B. Smith)

Calculations have been made of the range of plasma

parameters over which resonant scattering from the Helium line

at 587.6 nm is a feasible technique for ion temperature

measurements.

The modified ruby laser is now operational and the

beam monitor has been calibrated using both a cone calorimeter

(CILAS) and a disk calorimeter (Scientech - this latter device

is a modification to an isoperibol calorimeter in which heat

flow is measured). The frequency doubling crystal has been

received and being set up prior to testint5 with the ruby laser.

VIII. PAR-INFRARED (D.V. Bartlett, L.C. Robinson, G.D. Tait)

Plasma-Scanned Michelson Interferometer

Our work on plasma sweeping of the Pabry-Perot

resonances of an HCN laser is now being directed towards plasma

tuning of a Michelson interferometer. By inserting a

repetitively pulsed plasma in one arc of the Michelson one

can use the changing plasma refractive index to sweep the

interferometer much more rapidly than by mechanical mirror

movements. This then offers a means of performing Fourier

spectroscopic spectral analyses of radiation in times less

than a millisecond.



Our studies so far, both experimental and theoretical,

encourage us to believe that the technique will lead to a new

means of fast spectroscopy.
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